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DETAILED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL ' S PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND
BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1956: Item 5 of the Agenda (Resolutions WHA7.37
and EB14.R23;
2
Official Records No. 58; Documents EB15/31工 and'EB15/77 Rev.l ) (eontinued)

Tuberculosis Research Office (Official Records No. 58, p. 24) (continued)
•
.會. . •
The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee had before it a proposal submitted by
Mr. Boucher, and seconded by Dr. Moore, requesting the Director-General to refrain £rom
filling the five posts vacant under Group II of the Tuberculosis Research Office » s
activities, the economy thus effected,.as represented by the salaries ani incidental
expenses of those vacant posts, to constitute a reduction in the Organization's total
budget for 1956.
Dr. ANWAR believed that the activities undertaken under Group II were of great
importance for the areas concerned and, on the basis of that consideration, he felt that
the Committee should bear in mind the fact that although, as the Director-General had
stated, no legal commitments had* been entered into with the Governments of India and
Pakistan in that connexion^ the Organization was morally bound by the exchange of views and
correspondence which had already taken place on those programmes.

Accordingly, he doubted

the desirability of adopting a course of action such as that proposed by Mr. Boucher as it
might prejudice programmes in the process of development.

He would Suggest that should

the Committee decide to recommend a reduction in the proposed budget estimates for that
1

aspect of the Tuberculosis Research Office s activities, a complementary decision should
a

be taken to transfer the funds to that part of the budget related to Advisory Services so
that the projected prograinmes côuld go forward.

1 Reproduced as Annex 4 to Off. Rec> Wld Hlth Org, 60»
2
一
The draft resolution in this document, as amended, was adopted by the Executive Board
at its sixth meeting as resolution EB15.R20#
身
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The DIRECTOR-CffiNERAL pointed out that the Committee should take into account
the fact that the number of posts relating to the Tuberculosis Research Office
had. not varied between the annual budgets of the Organization since 1951.

The

situation was a peculiar one in that the estimates for the Office as a whole
covered both the requirements of the Office proper and of the various groups of
activities, Including those relating to Group II.

As mentioned in the programme

and budget estimates for 1954 (Official Records No. 44， page 65), the principle
existed that staff would be transferred between the various groups whenever
necessary so as to make the best possible use of resources.

There was consequently

always the possibility of a certain number of posts relating to a particular
activity being vacant;

it was difficult to ascertain exactly which aspect of the

Office's work was represented by a vacant post at any given time in the past ás
，',

•

the titles of posts were changed according to the existing needs.
••

次

In reply to the point raised by Dr. Anwar, he made JLt clear that the
•

•

« .

Organization had entered into no legal commitments with the governments ûoncern^d*
However, negotiations with the Indian Government had been started in 1952 ánd that
government had budgeted Й0>000 for the years 1954 and 1955 for euch work in、'Co,,...
operation with WHO;

further plans were being made through the regional office.

In respect of Eastern Pakistan, a plan of operations had been prepared anid a
certain amount of discussion with the Government on it had already taken place•
Both programmes were consequently in the phase of negotiation^ such negotiations
having been entered into on the basis of the programme of work for 1955 adopted
by the Seventh World Health Assembly.

Under the suggestion put forward by Dr. Anwar

the vork could Ъе carried on through branches of the Organization other than TRO.
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Dr. ANWAR explained that he had put. forward his suggestion essentially in
order to safeguard the implementation of the programmes。 If, however, such work
would in any case be carried on under other branches of the Organization, his
proposal would become superfluous
Dr# BERNARD, alternate to Dr„ Boidé夕 said that, although he appreciated
f

the Director-General s position regarding the distribution of staff as between
the ^various groups'of the Tuberculosis Research Office, he was nonetheless
inclined to agrée with Mr, Bouchsr that if the five vacant posts in the proposed
budget estimates were not filled at presentя tbere would appear to exist no
particular necessity corresponding to the activities covered by those posts.
If no new activities were to be undertaken in the year under consideration, it
would therefore seem reasonable to delete provision for those five posts from
the proposed budget estimates®
He wished further to call attention to a point which he felt had not been
t

sufficiently, stressed in the discussions on the subjects
A study of the type
•
,
»
of posts provided for under Group 工
工 showed that the rmiin functions under that
heading corresponded to the posts-of medical officer^ research associate，
scientist and statistician<,

The existing staff under Group II represented all

those activities and the posts which were at present vacant would duplicate
them.

Thus, the non-filling of the posts would not introduce arry lack of

-balance in the work of Group II,

9fel5/AF/kLn/l5 Rev.l
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The point had been made at the previous meeting that the Standing
Committee was perhaps going beyond its terms of reference, since the resolutloft .
adopted by the Ebcecutive Board, on the basis of the proposal submitted by
Professor Ferreira (document EB15/77 Rev.l, as amended)/ referred in its second,
operative paragraph only to the proposed programme and budget for 1957.

Never-

theless^ in his view, the fact that a decision had been taken that no new
activities should be entered into represented an implicit decision concerning
expenditures therefor in respect of the 1956 budget.

The Standing Committee

on Administration and Finance, as its title suggested, should consider the
question from a purely budgetary standpointj

consequently, he would be inclined
*

to support the view expressed by Mr. Boucher, particularly as the Board would
clearer have the right to discuss and possibly reject such a proposal if it
considered that it went further than the resolution it had itself adopted.
Professor FERREIRA wished, as the mover of the proposal which had been
adopted by the Executive Board on the Tuberculosis Research Office, to make it
clear, in view of the varying interpretations which had been given to his
resolution by some members of the Committee, that his intention had been for the
responsibility in respect of activities under Qroup II to be left to the Director1

General, until such time as the Director-General s proposals were considered by
the seventeenth session of the Board.

The action envisaged ly Mr. Boucher

would not, in his own opinion, fall -within the resolution he had proposed, and,
1

S e e footnote 2 to page 3
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if the Committee were to take a decision of that type, he would have preferred
to have withdrawn his sponsorship of the resolution adopted by the Board, so that
then the Executive Board, and consequently, the Standing Ccmimittee, would be
taking full responsibility for such action•

He emphasized the need for further

careful study before any change in policy was adopted;

his original proposal

had been made with a view to allowing such a study to be prepared for the
seventeenth session,
• ‘ Mr# SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, suggested that the different points of view expressed by members of
the Committee were not necessarily incompatible but might rather be considered
as representing a different stage of development of the particular question
under consideration»

D r . Anwar's suggestion could be interpreted as a proposal
1

•

.

for the action to be taken following the deletion of the five posts, if that
-

•

； •..

were decided, so that the activities for which consultations had been started
*

.

.

.

•

. .

could be continued.
Professor FERREIRA laid emphasis on the clear distinction between his own
proposal^ as a consequence of which any action until the seventeenth session of
1

the Board would be left to the ï)ire с tor -General s discretion, and the suggestions
made by

Boucher and Dr, Anwar respectively•

Dr» ANWAR said that his proposal did not depart a great deal from the stand
adopted by Professor Ferreira as he would be quite content to give the DirectorGeneral the authority to deal with the question of a possible transfer of funds
to the provision for Advisory Services #

-308
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL felt that it should be borne in mind at all times
that any decision taken by the Standing Committee would be purely in the
nature of a recommendation to the Executive Board，which in turn would recommead
to the Health Assembly, which was the supreme authority •

Accordingly, any

decision at the present stage would not be final•
Dr« MOORE wondered whether the Committee would consider adopting a
oonqpromise solution whereby the five posts would be left In suspense until
the Health Assembly, at which time the Director-General would be in a position
to make more concrete proposals in that connexion on the basis of a further

'

study of the matter•
Dr. AL-WAHBI thought that if any decision were to be taken to delete the
five posts in question, it would be important not to place any restrictive
instruction on the Director-General as to the manner in which the funds resulting
from such a cut should be used.

From an essentially practical standpoint, it

would appear preferable for the projects in respect of India and Pakistan to be
dealt with under the appropriate regional office rather than through the
Advisory Services at Headquarters.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL believed that any transfer of flinds which had been
suggested should not be interpreted as intended for use by Headquarters as
opposed to field use through the regional offices, but rather to meet commitments
in so far as any discussions had been initiatedf

Furthermore, there were many

-309 ЕВ15/АРМпД5 Rev

projects in the supplementary programme attached to the proposed programmé and
budget estimates for 1956 in connexion with which ñinds could be usefullyexpended.
The suggestion made by Dr. Moore was a most useful one, and he himself
would be in a better position to supply information at the Health AssembJy
than at present.
1

Dr. АШйЕ supported Dr.. Moore s proposal.
After a brief recess, during which consultations were held between
：

Dr. Anwar, M r . Boucher, Professor Ferreira and Dr. Moore, D r . MOORE submitted
the following draft resolution：
"The Standing Committee,

.

Having studied the budgetary situation regarding the Tuberculosis
Research Office in the light of the resolution of the Executive Board,
RECOMMENDS that the five vacant posts appearing in Official Records
No. 58 under Group II on page 29 be not filled;
RECOGENIZING that arrangements for work in this field are under
discussion with certain governments,
ASSUMES that by the time of the Eighth Wbrld Health Assembly the
Director-General will be in a better position to give further information
regarding the disposal of the funds released by the non-filling of these
posts in the 1956 budget,"
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Mr, BOUCHER,, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, said that if the new text was adopted he
would withdraw his original proposal.
Decisions

1

The draft resolution" ' submitted by Dr. Moore was adopted unanimously»

2
Publications Revolving Fund (Document EB15/69). (continued from third meeting)
Dr. HCWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, referring
to the request made at the fifth meeting of the Board for a statement showing the
difference between revenue fran the sale of publications before and after the establishment
of a distribution and sales officer, said that the latest available figures were given on
page 5 of document EB15/69 f

It would be seen that revenue had been just over $31,000

compared to the previous yearns revenue of just over $29,000, so that the increase had

only been some $2,000.

The cost of the post of the distribution and sales officer had

amounted to about $7,000.

However, the receipts in the financial year 1954 given in

document EB15/69 were for the trading year 1953， since publications were mostly sold
through agents who did not. close their books until the end of the financial year, with the
result that payments to the Organization were normally made in the following year.

The

statement to be presented at the seventeenth session of the Board would show income for the
trading year 1954 which corresponded with the first full year of establishment of the post.

M r . SIEGEL said that there were a few other points connected with the Publications
Revolving Fund which the Committee might wieh to consider.

1 The Executive Board later endorsed the recommendation in this draft resolution - see
Off. Rec, W l d Hlth Org. 61, seetion 1X.3.3 of the report.
2
一
The statanent on page 5 of this document is reproduced as Appendix 17 to Offm Rec.
Wld Hlth Org, 61.
— — —
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First, there was the estimate for 1956 of $37,000 to cover the printing of
additional copies for sale, sales promotion costs and the salary of a distribution and
sales officer.

Secondly, the Committee might wish to consider whether balances in the

fund over and above the amounts needed in 1955 and estimated requirements in 1956 should
be used for other purposes.

Thirdly, the Committee might wish to indicate in its report

that the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions of the United Nations
had in its report (UN document

paragraphs 15 and 16) overlooked the fact that

during the last two years WHO had included in its budget estimates the estimated
expenditure and income in the operations of the Publications Revolving Fund and the use
to be made of the sums thçrein.
Mr. BOUCHER said that the Committee should also consider the size of the balance
which the fund should be allowed to carry.

The amount carried forward to 1955 was

菘120,000， compared to some |88,000 at the beginning of 1954.
fairly substantial.

Thus the increase had been

The same sum of $37,000 was to be relegated to casual income in 1956

as in 1955j and the question was whether the balance in the fund should be reduced by a
greater amount than $37,000.
Mr. SIEGEL said that that was one of the points to which he had wished to
draw attention.

As indicated in the annex to document EB15/69', the balance

carried forward to 1955 was 1120,583.
$3,761.

Unliquidated obligations amounted to

The available balance therefore was Й16,822.

Subtracting the

ii37,000 estimated to be required in 1955, the balance at the beginning of 1956

1

2

Reproduced in Annex 15 to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 60
See footnote 2 to the previous page.

一
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would amount to $79>822, without taking into account additional inoome or
the estimated expenses of the fund in 1956.

There was the closely related

question the Coinmittee had posed to the Board of the extent to which it was
wise to use all miscellaneous income in financing the budget estimates for
1956,
Mr. FRENCH, adviser to Dr. 4yde, pointed out that the fund was a revolving
one and it was essential to hold some reserves to cover the cost of paper and
print ing •

He would be interested to know how low the fund had fallen during

1954 owing to bills becoming due before income had been received.

He also asked

whether it was anticipated that purchases of paper in 1955 would affect the balance•
Mr. SIEGEL 日aid that in 1954 the fund had never been depleted to a point
which caused difficulties and there had always been enough in hand to meet
estimated needs.
Referring to the point raised by M r . Boucher, he said that it was essential
to bear in mind that developments In 1955 would affect how much could be taken
out of th© fund in 1956.
Mr. BOUCHER said that he had not perhaps framed his question very
appropriately.

Nevertheless that did not invalidate his argument that the

fund was carrying too large a balance, which might be reduced by relegating
some of it to casual income •
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M r . STONE, alternate to D r . Moore, observed that on 1 Januaiy 1954 the balance
had.been almost $89,000, from which $37,000 had been removed, leaving about $50,000
for the fund.

Hiring that year total expenditure had been $20,000, rather less than

half of the sum available • Ihus a balance of even $50,000 seemed excessive and a
sum of 恭79,000 during 1955 was definitely too high, particularly as according to
H r é Siegel no difficulties had been encountered during 1954 owing to excessive
•

i

withdrawals before receipts had come in»

He therefore felt that a balance of

$50,000 in 1955 might suffice to cover needs•

•

Mr # ZOHR/iB, adviser to Dr. Turbott, agreed with Mr. Boucher and Mr. Stone
that part of the $79,000 could be withdrawn.

It would soem reasonable to

leave a sum of 银50,000 in the fund.
He believed that the Cbmmittee should refer in its report to the point
overlooked by the Advisoxy Coiranittee on Administrative and Budgetaiy Questions
-.
.
.• .
•
of the United Nations •
Dr # BERNARD, referring to the eonsiderable difference between the income
from the sale of international certificates of vaccination and expenditure on
their printing in 1954, asked for a rough estimate of the paper purchases
contemplated in 1955•
D r . HOWARD-JONES said it would be difficult to provide an estimate without
knowing how many certificates would be ordered.
million had been sold.

In 195厶 just over half a

Paper accounted for almost the entire cost of certificates,

and expenditure on paper would therefore come near to income from sales, with
due allowance for hahdling and f r e i ^ t charges.
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Mr. SIEGEL suggested that if the Committee desired to recommend that part
•

•

»

of the balance from the fund be transferred to casual income, it might be safe
to calculate the figure on the basis of estimated needs in 1956. Thus about
$4-2,000 rni^t safely be transferred to casual incoire. He had arrived at that
sum by deducting the $37,000 required in each of the years 1955 and 1956 from
the balance of $116,822 left at the end of 1954.
Mr. BOUCHER said that in view of the importance of the whole

problem of

f

casual income he believed the Committee should adopt Mr. Siegel s suggestion
and reconmiend the transfer of the round figure of $40^000 from the Publications
Revolving Fund to casual income.
Decision:

1

Mr. Boucher s proposal was adopted.
•

*

Comicil for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (Document EB15/57)
The CHAIRMAN said that he had gathered from the discussion at the fifth
meeting of the Board that the majority of its members were in favour of WHO'S
withdrawing its support from CIOMS either immediately or in successive steps.
It appeared that no great harm would be done to the Council if such action were
taken since UNESCO would continue to support it. He believed therefore that
it might be possible, without placing UNESCO in difficulties, to make a token
reduction in the grant proposed for 1956 which would indicate that in time
WHO would cease to make any subsidy whatsoever to CIOIK,

9fel5/AF/kLn/l5Rev.l- 3 1 5 -
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Dr» SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services,
f

said that in considering the whole problem of W H O s relationship with CIOMS
the Committee should bear in mind the provisions of Article 2, paragraph (j),
of tho Constitution as well as those of Article I, paragraph (2) of the
Agreement between UNESCO and W H O ,

He read to the Coinmittee the texts in

question.
Professor Maisin in his statement to the Sixth World Health Assembly
(Official Records j No #

pp # 192-193) on some of the achievements of CIOMS,

had indicated that while some progress had been made on the scientific side
the same was unfortunately not the case on the financial side.

He had said

that CIOMS would for a long time require the continued moral and material
support of the organizations that helped to finance it;

in fact from a

financial point of view it could never hope to become independent•

The Council

had enough successes to its credit to be able to say that it was on the right
roadj

it must not fail for lack of m t e r i a l resources. He therefore hoped

that the financial aid so far granted by WHO would be continued.

Л similar

statement was contained in document ЕВ15/57 in the section entitled "The Position
of CIOMS" (page 6).

Dr. Sutter went on to say that the Director-General considered that a
further reduction in the grant to CIOMS on a purely arbitrary basis would not
be prudent•

It would be more reasonable to delimit clearly the uses to which

WHO funds could be put and to stipulate that any amounts nefb used for those
purposes should be refunded to W H O . Suca a provision would correspond to the
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arrangement made by UNESCO that any unused balances of its grant were carried
over as a credit against the UNESCO grant for the following year.
The following limitations might be imposed in addition to those laid down
in resolution WHA2.5;

first, that WHO should not contribute more towards the

administrative costs of the Council than UNESCO and the general fund of CIOMS
or that WHO should not contribute more than one third； secondly, that no
part of the WHO contribution should be used to provide for the travelling
expenses of delegates attending the congresses； thirdly, that WHO funds should
not be used for fellovships or to finance post-graduate courses (vhich had been
done in a small scale in the past but was undesirable since WHO had a fellowship
programme of its own and any fellowships connected with CIOMS should be dealt
with as part of that programme)； fourthly, that WHO should reserve the right
to approve lists of those congresses in which it was interested and for which
part of its grant could be used. A procedure might then develop whereby
the Council would periodically submit to the Director-General a list of the
congresses which it proposed to finance from the WEO grant and the DirectorGeneral would then have the right of approval of the proposals.
The foregoing limitations should begin to apply with the 1956 grant
and it was suggested that the amount provided in the budget estimates be
authorized as the maximum size of the grant. The points raised in the
Executive Board indicated that some further study of the grants to be made
after 1956 was desirable.
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Professor FERREIRA said that the discussion in the Board (fifth meeting) had
demonstrated that С10Ю was not an appropriate non-governmental organization for
receiving assistance since it was financially unstable. He did not consider that
organizations unable to survive without grants Ту specialized agencies should be
supported, ' Dr. Sutter was evidently suggesting a conditional subsidy up to a
certain level.
Dr. ANWAR asked whether unused funds from the WHO grant had in fact been
refunded in the past.
Mr, SIEGEL explained the purposes for ^ixich the WHO grant had been used
as reflected in the latest annual financial report received from CIOMS,

This

showed that WHO funds had not been used to finance the travelling expenses
of delegates to congresses.

In 1953 the funds had been used to moet the

administrative expenses of the Council, expenses arising from meetings of
the Executive Committee, prograirrnie expenses, miscellaneous expenses including
those connected with post -graduate courses as well as subventions to congresses.
Some WHO funds had also been used for the general fund of the Council,
At the end of 1953 the balance remaining from the WHO grant had been six
dollars •
Dr. ANWAR said that he had received no answer to the question he had raised
during the fifth meeting of the Board as to whether the major activities of
CIOÎC would be seriously impaired if WHO reduced its grant Ъу a substantial
amount •

-

-

•

.
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The CHAIRMAN said that he had gained the impression that some reduction in
the grant -would have no serious effect.
1

Mr, ZOHRAB considered that Dr. Sutter s suggestions did not go far enough.
1

It was true that it was one of WHO s functions to promote co-operation among
scientific and professional groups which contributed to the advancement of health,
but the question was whether making a grant to CIOMS was the most appropriate use
of funds at the present time.

It would perhaps be preferable to devote those sums

to some of the projects in the supplementaiy programme c

He did not find the

arguments adduced in document EB15/57 entirely convincing and believed that the
moment had come for WHO to start making a substantial reduction in its grant to
CIOMS. •
M r , BOUCHER said that, subject to a reserve on the question of the diversion*
of funds from С10Ш to the supplementaiy programme, he would endorse the remarks
of the previous speaker. He therefore proposed that a start be made in
withdrawing support from CIOMS Ъу reducing the 1956 grant by $5,000.
f

Mr, STOKE agreed with Mr. Zohrab and associated himself with Professor Ferreira s
view that it had never been contemplated that support should be given for an
indefinite period to a non-governmental organization unable to stand on its own
feet. He therefore supported Mr. Boucheras proposal and suggested that, in
addition to a reduction in the grant for 1956 3 a schedule should be prepared for
final withdrawal of all financial support in three years, i¡r making for instance
a reduction of $10,000 in 1957 and a further $10,000 in 1958,

9fel5/AF/kLn/l5Rev.l- 3 1 9 -
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Mrt^BOUCHER-agreed to Mr. Stone•s proposal.
— M r . SIEGEL said that-the^-annual grants by WHO to CIOMS had been as follows:
1949, $18,331； 1950, $35,200;

1951, $35,200;

1954, $25,000j

and proposed for 1956, |25,000.

1955, ^25,000j

1952, $35,200;

1953, #29,000j

With regard to the grant in 1953， he explained that the Director-General had re，
commended that the sum. be reduced to >125,000, but the Board's recommendation that it
should stand at §29,000 had been accepted by the World Health Asserobüy.

.

•

4

.

•.

. i. ••

•

'The DIHECTOR-OENERAL en^hasized that the problem of WHO'S relationship with CIOMS
*
.
was more inç)ortant than it appeared at first si曲t because it involved UNESCO. "WHO
could not afford to divest itself of all responsibility in a matter affecting inedical
science, and education, and he urged members of the Committee to give due consideration
to the terms of the Agreement between UNESCO and WHO and the provisions of resolution
WHA2.6.
It was true that resolution WHA2.5 spoke of the Council's becoming eventuaXHy
financially independent, but considerable difficulties would arise if the Committee were
•

••

•

,

f

t» recommend that WHO s contribution should be withdrawn within throe years without previous consultation with UNESCO...
Dr. BERNARD considered that the Committee should give full weight to the Directorf

r^eneral s plea.

Perhaps it might recommend a reduction of $5^000 in 1956, requesting

the Director-General to report on his study of the problem to the seventeenth session
.

.

.

-•

.

..

•

of the Executive Board, taking into account the arrangements for collaboration
between WHO and UNESCO, and to make proposals.as to the matter for the future•

EB15/A?/Min/15 Rev,!
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Mr. ZOHRAB supported the procedure advocated by Dr. Bernard.
Professor FERREIRA expressed surprise at the turn which the discussion had taken.
,、
He would have thought it quite unnecessary for WHO to seek the prior agreement of
UNESCO before deciding on a change in its own policy.

He would therefore maintain his

support for Mr. Stone's proposal•
D r . BERNARD said that he had in no way wished to suggest that WHO should subordi麵
nate its own policy to that of UNESCO but, given the fact that CIOMS was, as it were,
under the equal patronage of UNESCO and WHO, the Coimnittee should appreciate the
1

Director-General s desire that the action taken should not be unilateral but that it
should be taken in co-operation with UNESCO.
decision.

He would therefore deplore a premature

In accepting Mr- Boucher's original proposal the Coinmittee would make quite

clear its desire to reduce the 1956 grant•

On the other hand, as in the case of the

Tuberculosis Research Office, it was left to the Director-General to present concrete
proposals later.

•
1

Dr. ANWAR said that, in the light df the Director-General s statement that WHO
would be placed in a difficult situation if it signified its intention to withdraw
support from CIOMS within a specified period, without first discussing the matter with
T

UNESCO, he would be prepared to support Dr e Bernard s proposal.
M r . STONE said that there appeared to be general agreement that the 1956 grant
!

should be reduced by §5,000. As it was the Committee s function to make recommendations concerning the 1956 budget i t might be appropriate to leave it to the Board to
consider the wider problem of future policy concerning CIOMS.
f

Dr. Bernard s proposal -would be acceptable to him.

On that understanding
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The CHAIRMAN agreed with Mr. Stone.
Dr. AL-WAHBI said that he was in general agroemorrt with Dr. Bernard provided that
it was understood that the Committee considered that support for CIOMS should be
gradually withdrawn.
1

Dr. ANWAR felt it should be borne in mind that although the Committee s task was
to examino the financial and budgetaiy position of the Organization, it was not
necessarily required to recommend cuts.
The CHAIRMAN said he agreed with Dr. Anwar. The Committee had in fact in its
report posed the question of whether the Organization should not have more money.
Mr. FRENCH agreed with Dr. Al-Wahbi, tdiose statement might be further
strengthened by reference to sub-paragraph (6) of resolution ША2.5»
Professor FERREIRA reaffirmed his view that there was nothing in the Agreement
between UNESCO and Ш0 to preclude the latter from withdrawing its support from CIOMS
and informing UNESCO of its change in policy.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he had never thrown any doubt on the right of WHO
to take decisions of policy independently, which would be consistent with the terms of
resolution ША2.6; but Ш0 had an obligation to consult with UNESCO on any question of
common interest in connexion with CIC№. It would be far easier for him in his discussions with UNESCO if no firm conclusion were reached at the present stage.

More-

over, before tho final do с is ion was taken at tiio Eighth World Health Assenib^ he would
have had time"to consult with UNESCO. With those considerations in mind he felt that
there was no substantial divergence of opinion between Professor Ferreira and
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Dr. Bernard, nor could there be any doubt about the point made by Mr. Stone and
Mr. French concerning the gradual withdrawal of support in view of sub-paragraph (6)
of resolution ША2.5*
The СИ/ШШЛЛ suggested that the Committee should include in. its report a recommendation to the Board that the grant for CIOMS for 1956 be reduced by

$5,000 and that

the Board should consider asking the Director-General to discuss future policy with
the Director-General of UNESCO.
It was 30 agresd.

The meeting rose at 12»Д0 р«ш»
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DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE D I R E C T O R - G E N E m ' S PROPOSED PROGRiJ^IME AND BUDGET
ESTIMATES FOR 1956: Item 5 of the Agenda.
.
1.

Tuberculosis Research Office (Official Records N o , 58, document EB15/77
Rev,, 1 Л as amended at the ^sixth meeting^of the Executive Board) (continued)

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee had before it a proposal submitted by
M r . Boucher, and seconded by Dr, Moore, requesting the Dir e ct or -General t o r e f r a i n from
1

filling the five posts vacant under Group II of the Tuberculosis Research Office в
activities, the economy thus effected^ as represented by tho salaries and inc5.dental

expenses of those vacant posts, to constitute a réduction in the Organization^ total
budget for 1956c
Dr. AMWAR believed that the activities undertaken under Group II werç of .great
importance for the areas concerned and, on the basis of that consideration, he felt
that the Committee should bear in mind the fact that although, as the Director-General
had stated, no legal coinmitments had been entered into with the Governments of India
and Pakistan in that connexion, the Organization was morally bound by the exchange of
views and correspondence which had already taken place on those programmes.
Accordingly^ be doubted the desirablility of adopting a course of aption such as that
proposed by M r . Boucher as it might prejudice prograinmes in the procos s of developmentc
He would suggest that should the Committee decide to recommend a reduction in the
proposed budget estimates for that aspect of the Tuberculosis Research Office's
activities, a compXementary decision should be taken to transfer those funds to that
part of the budget related to Advisory Services so that the projected programmes could
go forward^
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The DIRECTOR-GEÎIERAL pointed out that the Coimnittee should take into account
the fact that the number of posts relating to the Tuberculosis Research Office
had not varied as among the annual budgets of the Organization since 1951•

The

situation was a peculiar one in that the estimates for the Office as a whole
covered both the requirements of the Office proper and of the various groups of
activities, including those relating to Group I I A s

mentioned in the programe

and budget estimates for 1954 (Official Records No # 44, page 65), the principle
existed that staff would be transferred between the various groups whenever
necessary so as to make the best possible use of resources•

There was consequently

always the possibility of a certain number of posts relating to a particular
activity being vacantj

it was difficult to ascertain exactly which aspect of the

Office‘s work was represented by a vacant post at any given time in the past as
the titles of posts were changed according to the existing needs.
In reply to the point raised by Dr. Anwar, he made it clear that the
Organization had entered into no legal commitments with the governments concerned•
However, negotiations with the Indian Government had been started in 1952 and that
government had budgeted
operation with WHOj

000 for the years 1954 and 1955 for such work in co-

further plans were being made through the regional office.

In respect of Eastern Pakistan, a plan of operations had been prepared and a
certain amount of discussion with the Government on it had already taken place.
Both programmes were consequently in the phase of negotiation^ such negotiations
having been entered into on the basis of the programme of work for 1955 adopted
by the Seventh World Health Assembly.

Under the suggestion put forward by Dr. Anwar,

the work could be carried on through branches of the Organization other than TRO.
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Dr. ANWAR explained that he had put forward his suggestion essentially in
order to safeguard the implementation of the programmes.

If, however, such work

would in any case be carried on under other branches of the Organization, his
proposal would become superfluous.
Dr. BERNARD, alternate to Dr. Boidé, said that, although he appreciated
1

the Director-General s position regarding the distribution of staff as between
the various groups of the Tuberculosis Research Office， he was nonetheless
inclined to agree with M r . Boucher that if the five vacant posts in the proposed
budget estimates were not filled at present, there would appear to exist no
particular necessity corresponding to the activities covered by those posts•
If no new activities were to be undertaken in the year under consideration, it
would therefore seem reasonable to delete provision for those five posts from
the proposed budget estimates»
He wished further to call attention to a point which he felt had not been
sufficiently stressed in the discussions on the subject.

A study of the types

of posts provided for under Group II showed that the main functions under that
heading corresponded to the posts of medical officer > research associate,
scientist and statistician•

The existing staff under Group II represented all

those activities and the posts which were at present vacant would duplicate
them.

Thus, the non-filling of the posts would not introduce any lack of

balance in the work of Group II.

page 6

The point had been made at the previous meeting that the Standing
Committee was perhaps goiaig beyond its terms of reference, since the resolution
adopted by the Executive Board, on the basis of the proposal submitted by
Professor Ferreira (document EB15/77 Rev.l, as amended) p referred in its second
operative paragraph only to the proposed programme and budget for 1957.

Never-

theless, in his view, the fact that a decision had been taken that no new
activities should be entered into represented an implicit decision concerning
expenditures therefor in respect of the 1956 budget»

The Standing Committee

on Administration and Finance^ as its title suggested, should consider the
question from a purely budgetary standpoint；

consequently, he would be inclined

to support the view expressed by Мгл Boucher, particularly as the Board would
clearly have the right to discuss and possibly reject such a proposal if it
considered that it went further than the resolution it had itself adopted.
Professor FERREIRA wished， as the mover of the proposal which had been
adopted by the Executive Board on the Tuberculosis Research Office, to make it
clear, in view of the varying interpretations which had been given to his
resolution by some members of the Committee^ that his intention had been for the
responsibility in respect of activities under Group II to be left to the Director1

General, until such time as the Director-General s proposals were considered by
the seventeenth session of the Board。

The action envisaged by Мгл Boucher

would not, in his own opinion, fall within the resolution he had proposed and,
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if the Committee were to take a decision of that type, he would have preferred
to have withdrawn his sponsorship of the resolution adopted by the Board, so that
then the Executive Board, an.d consequently, the Standing Committee, would be
taking full responsibility for such action.

He emphasized the need for further

careful study before any change in policy was adopted;

M s original proposal

had been made with a view to allowing such a study to be prepared for the
seventeenth session,
Mr, SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and
Finance, suggested that tte different points of view expressed by members of
the Committee were not necessarily incompatible but might rather be considered
as representing a different stage of development of the particular question
under consideration.

f

Dr, Anwar s suggestion could be interpreted as a proposal

for the action to be taken following the deletion of the five posts, if that
were decided, so that the activities for which consultations had been started
could be continued.
Professor FERREIRA laid emphasis on the clear distinction between his own
proposal, as a consequence of which any action until the seventeenth session of
1

the Board would be left to the Director-General s discretion, and the suggestions
made by Mr. Boucher and Dr. Anwar respectively•
Dr# ANWAR said that his proposal did not depart a great deal from the stand
.

：

adopted by Professor Ferreira as he would be quite content to give the DirectorGeneral the authority to deal with the question of a possible transfer of funds
to the provision for Advisory Services•
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL felt that it should be borne in mind at all times
that any decision taken by the Standing Committee would be purely in tlie
nature of a recommendation to the Executive Board, which in turn would recommend
to the Health Assembly, which was the supreme authority.

Accordingly, any

decision at the present stage would not be final.
Dr. MOORE wondered whether the Coinmittee would consider adopting a
compromise solution whereby the five posts would be left in suspense until
the Health Assembly, at which time the Director-General would be in a position
to make more concrete proposals in that connexion on the basis of a further
study of the matter•
Dr. AL-WAHBI thought that if any decision were to be taken to delete the
five posts in question, it would be important not to place any restrictive
instruction on the Director-General as to the manner in which the funds resulting
from such a cut should be used.

From an essentially practical standpoint, it

would appear preferable for the projects in respect of India and Pakistan to be
dealt with under the appropriate regional office rather than through the
Advisory Services at Headquarters.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL believed that any transfer of funds which had been
suggested should not Ъе interpreted as intended for use by Headquarters as
opposed to field use through the regional offices, but rather to meet commitments
in so far as any discussions had been initiated•

Furthermore, there were many
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projects in the supplementary programme attached to the proposed programme and
budget estimates for 1956 in connexion with which funds could be usefully
expended.
The suggestion made by Dr# Moore was a most useful one, and he himself
would be in a better position to supply information at the Health Assembly
than at present•
.，

Dr. ANWAR supported Dr. Moore^s proposal*

After a brief recess, during which consultations were held between
• . •
•
•
• •；
. •
D r . Anwar, M r . Boucher, Professor Ferreira and Dr. Moore, D r . MOORE submitted
••
‘
•
-.
•
..
the following draft resolution:
"The Standing Committee д
.

Having studied the budgetary situation regarding the Tuberculosis

Research Office in the light of the resolution of the Executive Board,
RECOMMENDS that the five vacant posts appearing in Official Records
No^ 58 under Group II on page 29 be not filled;
RECOOJIZING that arrangements for work in this field are under '
discussion with certain governments,
ASSUMES that by the time of the Eighth Wbrld Health Assembly the
Director-General will be in a better position to give further information
regarding the disposal of the funds released by the non-filling of these
posts in the 1956 budgets"

1
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M r . BOUCHER said that if the new text was adopted he would withdraw his
original proposal.
Decision:

2.

The draft resolution submitted by Dr. Moore was adopted unanimously.

Publications Revolving Fund (Document EB15/69)

D r . HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services,
referring to the request made at the fifth meeting of the Board for a statement
showing the difference between revenue from the sale of publications before and
after the establishment of a distribution and sales officer, said that the latest
available figures were given on page 5 of document EB15/69»

It would be seen that

revenue had been just over 箱31,000 compared to the previous yearns revenue of just
over $29,000, so that the increase had only been some 砵2，000• The cost of the post
of the distribution and sales officer had amounted to about

However, the

receipts in the financial year 1954 given in document EB15/69 were for the trading
year 1953，since publications were mostly sold through agents who did not close
their books until the end of the financial year, with the result that payments to
the Organization were normally made in the following year.

The statement to be

presented at the seventeenth Session of the Board would show income for the trading
year 1954 which corresponded with the first full year of establishment of the
post«
M r . SIEGEL said that there were a few other points connected with the
Publications Revolving Fund which the Committee might wish to consider.
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First, there was the estinate for 1956 of 雄37,000 to cover the printing of
additional copies for sale, sales promotion costs 'and the salary of a distribution
and sales officer.

Secondly, the Committee might wish to consider whether

balances in the fund over and above the amounts needed in 1955 and estimated,
requirements in 1956 should be used for other purposes.

Thirdly, the Committee

might wish to indicate in its report that the Advisory Committee on Administrative
and Budgetaiy Questions of the United Nations had in its report (see
document EB15/46 Add.l, paragraphs 15 and 16) overlooked the fact that during the
last two years WHO had included in its budget estimates the estimated expenditure
and income in the operations of the Publications Revolving Fund, and of the use
to be made of the sums therein.
Mr. BOUCHER said that the Committee should also consider the size of the
balance which the fund should be allowed to carry.

The amount carried forward

to 1955 was $120,000, compared to some $88,000 at the beginning of 1954.
the increase had been fairly substantial.

Thus

The same sum of 巷37,000 was to be

relegated to casual income in 1956 as in 1955， and the question was whether the
balance in the fund should be reduced by a greater amount than 一37,000.
Mr. SIEGEL said that that
draw attention.

vras

one of the points to tnhich he had wished to

As indicated in the annex to document EB15/69, the balance

carried forward, to 1955 was 畚120,583.
$3,761.

Unliquidated obligations amounted to

The available balance therefore wa3 ^116,822.

Subtracting the

000 estimated to be required in 1955, the balance at the beginning of 1956
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would amount to 益79，822， vfithout taking into account additional income or
the estimated expenses of the fund in 1956.

There was the closely related

question the Committee had posed to the Board of the extent to -which it was
wise to use all miscellaneous income in financing the budget estimates for
1956.
Mr. FRENCH pointed out that the fund m s a revolving one and it was
essential to hold some reserves to cover the cost of paper and printing.
He would be interested to know how low the fund had fallen during 1954 owing
to bills becoming due before income had been received.

He also asked whether

it was anticipated that purchases of paper in 1955 would affect the balance•
Mr. SIEGEL said that in 1954 the fund had never been depleted to a point
which caused difficulties and there had always been enough in hand to meet
estimated needs.
Referring to the point raised by Mr. Boucher, he said that .it was essential
to bear in mind that developments in 1955 would affect how much could be taken
out of the fund in 1956.
Mir, BOUCHER said that he had not perhaps framed his question very
appropriately.

Nevertheless that did no七 invalidate his argument that the

fund was cariying too large a balance, "which might be reduced Ъу re.legating
some of it to casual income.
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Mr. STONE observed that on 1 January 1954 the balance had been almost
^89,000, from which 焱37，000 had been removed, leaving about $50,000 for the
fund.

During that year total expenditure had been §20,000， rather less than

half of the sum available.

Thus a balance of even 盗50，000 seemed excessive

and a sum of |79，000 during 1955 "was definitely too high, particularly as
according to Mr 0 Siegel no difficulties had been encountered during 1954 owing
to excessive vdthdraivals before receipts had come in.

He therefore felt that

a balance of 。50,000 in 1955 might suffice to cover needs•
Mr. ZOHRAB, adviser to Dr。 Turbott^ agreed with Mr. Boucher and Mr. Stone
that part of the ¿79,000 could be "VTithdramu • It would seem reasonable to
leave a sum of $50,000 in the fund a
He believed that the Committee should refer in its report to the point
overlooked, by thç Advisory Coinmittee on Administrâtive and Budgetary Questions
of the United Nations.
D r . B E R I O D , referring to the considerable difference between the income
from the sale of international cortificatos of vaccination and expenditure on
their printing in 1954， asked for a rough estimate of the paper purchases
contençlated in 1955•
D r . ШШШ-JONES said it would be difficult to provide an estimate without
knowing how many certificates would be ordered.
million had been sold.

In 1954 just over half a

Paper accounted for almost the entire cost of certificates,

and expenditure on paper v/ould therefore come near to income from sales, with
due а11ет:апсе for handling and freight charges.
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Mr. SIEGEL suggested that if the Committee desired to recommend that part
of the balance from the fund be transferred to casual income, it might Ъэ safe
to calculate the figure on the basis of estimated needs in 1956,
$42,000 might safely be transferred to casual income•

Thus about

He had arrived at that

sum by deducting the ^37,000 required in each of the years 1955 and 1956 from
the balance of 逾116，822 left at the end of 1954.
Mr, BOUCHER said that in view of the importance of the vrfiole problem of
1

casual income he believed the Committee should adopt Mr. Siegel s suggestion
and recommend the transfer of the round figure of ¿40,000 from the Publications
Revolving Fund to casual income•
Decision:
3¿

Mr. Boucher's proposal was adopted,

Council for International Organiaationg of Medical Sciences;
Document EB15/57)

The CMIRMAJi said that he had gathered from the discussion at the fifth
1

meeting of the Board that the majority of its members were in favour of WHO s
withdrawing its support from CIOMS either immediately or in successive steps.
It appeared that no great harm would be done to the Council if such action теге
taken since UNESCO would continue to support it.

He believed therefore that

it might be possible, without placing UNESCO in difficulties, to make a token
reduction in the grant proposed for 1956 which m m l d indicate that in time
WHO would cease to make ar^ subsidy whatsoever to CIOMS.
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Dr. SUTTER, Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services,
said that in considering the ifrtiole problem of WHO'S relationship with CIOMS
the Committee should bear in mind the provisions of Article 2, paragraph ⑴，
of the Constitution as well as those of Article I, paragraph (2) of the
Agreement between UNESCO and WHO.

He read to the Coimnittee tho texts in

question.
Professor Maisin in his statement to the Sixth World Health Assembly
(Official Records, No, 48, pp. 192-193) on some of the achievements of CIOMS,
had indicated that "while some progress had been made on the scientific side
the same was unfortunately not the case on the financial side.
that:

He had said

"CIOMS would for a long time require the continued moral and material

support of the organizations that helped to finance it;

in fact from a

financial point of view it could never hope to become independent.

The Council

had enough successes to its credit to be able to say that it ^vas on the right
roadj

it must not fail for lack of material resources.

He therefore hoped

that the financial aid so far granted by WHO would be continued.

n

Л similar

statement ivas contained in document EB15/57 in the section entitled "The Position
of CIOMS" (page 6).
Dr e Sutter -vYont on to say that the Directors-General considered that a
further reduction in the grant to CIOMS on a purely arbitrary basis would not
be prudent•

It would be more reasonable to délirait clearly the uses to *which

WHO funds could be put and to stipulate that ary amounts not used for those
purposes should be refunded to WHO.

Such a provision would correspond to the
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arrangement made by UNESCO that ацу unused balances of its grant were carried
over as a credit against the UNESCO grant for the following year.
The follovdng limitations night be imposed in addition to those laid doum
in resolution

first, that WHO should not contribute more towards the

administrative costs of the Council than UNESCO and the general fund of CIOMS
or that WHO should not contribute more than one t h i r d ;

secondly, that no

part of theТОЮcontribution should be used to provide for the travelling
expenses of delegates attending the congresses； thirdly, that WHO funds should
not be used for fellowships or to finance post-graduate courses (ïîhich had been
done in a small scale in the past but vras undesirable since WHO had a fellowship
programme of its oivn and any fellowships connected with CIOMS should be dealt
with as part of that programme) ； fourthly, that WHO should reserve the right
to approve lists of those congresses in vrtiich it was interested and for -which
part of its grant could be used»

Л procedure might then develop wherety

the Council would periodically submit to the Director-General a list of the
congresses which it proposed to finance from the VfflO grant and the DirectorGeneral would then have the right to approve the proposals•
The foregoing proposal should begin to apply with the 1956 grant and it
was suggested that the amount provided in the budget estimates be authorized
as the mrjcimum size of the grant •
The points raised in the Executive Board indicated that some further
study of the grants to be made after 1956 was desirable•
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Professor БЖНЕША said that the discussion in the Executive Board had
demonstrated that CIOMS was not an appropriate ncài—governmental organization for
receiving assistance since it was financially unstable.
•

.

#

He did not i n s i d e r that

‘ • . ， • . . .

•

•
..
organizations unable to survive without grants by specialized agencies should be
supported.
Dr* Sutter was evidently suggesting a conditional subsidy up to a certain
level.
•

•

• •

.

Dr. ANWAR asked whether unused funds from the UNESCO grant had in fact been
refunded in the past..
Mr. SIEGEL said that, as had been, explained, refunds had taken place in the past
by applying a reduction to the UNESCO graat in the subsequent year»

He further

explained the purposes for which the WHO grant had been used as reflected It the latest
annual financial report received from CIOMS.

It showed that WHO funds had.not been

used to finance the travelling expenses of delegates to congresses»

In 1953 the funds

had been used to neet the administrative expenses of the Council, expenses arising
from meetings of the Executive Coimittee, programe expenses, miscellaneous expenses
‘

«

including those connected with post-graduate courses as well as subventions to congrosses•

Some WHO funds had also been used for the general fund of the Council.
‘

• •

»

At the end of 1953 the balance remaining from the WHD grant had been six dollars.
Dr. A1№R said that he had received no a'nevxer to the question he had raised during
tho fifth meeting of the Board as to whether the major activities of CIOKS would be
seriously impaired if WHO reduced its.grañt by a substantial amount.
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The СНА.Ш1Ш1 said that he had gained the impression that some reduction in the
grant would have no serious effect.
M r # ZOHRAB considered that Dr. Sutter's suggestions did not go far enough.

It

1

was true that it was one of WHO s functions to promote co-operation among scientific
and professional groups which contributedto the advancement of health, but the
question was whether making a grant to CIGMS was the most appropriate use oï funds at
the present time*

It would perhaps be preferable to devote those sums to some of

the projects in tho supplementary prograjrmie.

HG did not find the arguments adduced

in document ЕВ15/57 entirely convincing and believed that the moment bad ocne for
WHO to start making a substantial reduction in its grant to CIOMS.
•
*

M r . В Ж 腿 , a l t e r n a t e to Dr, Mackenzie, said that, subject to a reserve on the
question of the diversion of funds from GIOMS .to the supplementary programme, he
would endorse the remarks of the previous speaker.

He therefore proposed that a

start be made in withdrawing support from CIOMS by reducing the 1956 grant by |5,000.
M r # STONE agreed with

1

Zohrab and associated himself with Professor Ferreira s

view that it had never been contemplated that support should be given for an indefinite
period to a non-governmental organization unable to stand on its own feet.

Hg

1

therefore supported Mr. Boucher s proposal and suggested that, in addition to a
reduction in the grant for 1956, a schedule should bo prepared for final withdrawal
of all financial support in three years, Ъу making for instance a reduction of
110,000 in 1957 and a further 昝10，000 in 1958.
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Mr.-BOUCHER agreed to Mr. Stone's proposal.
«
•
Mr. SIEGEL said that the.-annual grants by WHO to CIOMS had been as follows:
19Л9> Il8,331i

1950, $35,200;

1951，f?35,200;

1952, $35,200;

1954， $25>OOOj

1955,鉍5,ООО;

and proposed for 1956,鉍5,000.

1953,躲9,000;

With regard to the grant in 1953， he explained that the Director-General had re，
1

commended that the sum be reduced to 125,000, but the Board s recommendation that it
should stand at A29,000 had been accepted by the World Health Assenibly.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL emphasized that the problem of VlHO's relationship with CIOMS
was more in^ortant than it appeared at first si^it because it involved UNESCO. WHO
could not afford to divest itself of all responsibility in a matter affecting medical
science and education, and he urged members of the Committee to give due consideration
to the terms of the Agreement between UNESCO and WHO and the provisions of resolution
ША2.6.

•

It was true that resolution WHA2.5 spoke of the Council's becoming eventually
financially independent, but considerable difficulties would arise if the Committee
recommended that WHO'S contribution should be withdrawn within three years without previous consultation with UNESCO.
Dr. BERNARD considered that the Committee should give full weight to the DirectorGeneral^ plea.

Perhaps it might recommend a reduction of 翁5,000 in 1956, requesting

the Director-General to report on his study of the problem to the seventeenth session
of the Executive Board, taking into account the arrangements for collaboration
between WHO and UNESCO, and to make proposals as to the matter for the future•
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Mr. ZOHRAB supported the procedure advocated by Dr. Bernard.

*

Professor FERREIRA expressed surprise at the turn idiich the discussion had taken*
H© would have thou^it it quite unnecessary for WHO to seek the prior agreement of
UNESCO before deciding on a change in its own policy*
support for

He would therefore maintain his

1

Stone s proposal•

Dr. BERNARD said that he had in no way wished to suggest that WHO should subordinate its own policy to that of UNESCO but, given the fact that CIOMS was, as it were,
under the equal patronage of UNESCO and WHO, the Coinmittee should appreciate the
1

Director-General s desire that the action taken should not be unilateral but that it
should be taken in co-operation with UNESCO. He would therefore deplore a premature
decision.

In accepting Mr# Boucher's original proposal the Committee would make quite

clear its desire to reduce the 1956 grant. On the other hand， as in the case of the
Tuberculosis Research Office, it was left to the Director-General to present concrete
proposals later.
Dr. ANWAR said that, in the light of the Director-General's statement that ТЯН0
would be placed in a difficult situation if it signified its intention to withdraw
support from CIOMS within a specified period, without first discussing the matter vith
UNESCO, he would be prepared to support Dr. Bernard's proposal.
Mr» STONE said that there appeared to be general agreement that the 1956 grant
f

should be reduced by $5,000 • As it was the Committee s function to maké recommendations concerning the 1956 budget it might be appropriate to leave it to the Board to
consider the wider problem of future policy concerning CIOMS•
Dr. Bernard's proposal would be acceptable to hiiru

On that understanding
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The CHAIRMAN agreed with Mr. Stone.
Dr. AL-ЩНВ工 said that he was in general agroement with Dr. Bernard provided that
it was understood that the Committee considered that support for CIOMS should be
gradually withdrawn»
1

Dr. ANWAR felt it should be borne in mind that although the Committee s task was
to examino the financial and budgetary position of the Organization, it was not
necessarily required to recoimnend cuts»
The CHAIRMAN said he agreed with Dr. Anwar.

The Coinmittee had in fact in its

report posed the question of whether the Organization should not have more money*
Mr. FRENCH agreed with Dr. Al-Wahbi, whose statement might be further
strengthened by reference to sub-paragraph (6) of resolution WHA2.5»
Professor FERREIRA reaffirmed his view that there was nothing in the Agreement
between UNESCO and WHO to preclude the latter from withdrawing its support from CIOMS
and informing UNESCO of its change in policy.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAi said that he had never thrown any doubt on the right of WHO
to take decisions of policy independently, which would be consistent with the terms of
resolution WHA2.6; but Ш 0 had an obligation to consult with UNESCO on any question of
common interest in connexion with CIOMS.

It would be far easier for him in his dis-

cussions with UNESCO if no firm conclusion were reached at the present stage.

More-

over, before the final doсision was taken at the Eighth World Health Assembly he would
have had time to consult with UNESCO. With those considerations in mind he felt that
there was no substantial divergence of opinion between Professor Ferreira and
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Dr. Bernard, nor could there be any doubt about the point made by Mr. Stone and
Mr. French concerning the gradual withdrawal of support in view of sub-paragraph (6)
of resolution ША2.5*
The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Coimnittee should include in its report a recommendation to the Board that the grant for CIOMS for 1956 be reduced by

^5,000 and that

the Board should consider asking the Director-General to discuss future policy with
the Director-General of UNESCO•
It was so agreed*

The meeting rose at 12>40 p>m>

